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Whether you’re considering our cubers, flakers or our Pearl Ice® machines, our commitment is and 
always has been about providing you with the most simple, reliable and easy-to-use commercial 
ice machines in the industry. In addition, Ice-O-Matic machines are backed by a world-class 
support network and the industry’s longest warranties. With a single-minded focus on top-quality 
ice machines, you’ll find the results of that focus in our ice. Ice. Pure and Simple™

ICE. 
That’s all we do
Manufacturing ice machines in Denver, Colorado since 1952, Ice-O-Matic has worked tirelessly 
on developing, enhancing and perfecting the way ice is made.

The right machine for the right application
Ice-O-Matic offers a wide range of commercial ice-making products including cube ice makers, 
Flake and Pearl Ice makers, storage bins, dispensers and water filters.

PURE. 
Antimicrobial
Our innovative food-safe AgION® antimicrobial compound is designed to be permanently 
integrated into key food-zone areas, improving the sanitation of the ice-making system.

Water filtration
We offer the highest-quality water filtration program to enhance the purity of the ice—eliminating 
offensive taste and odor common with unfiltered ice machines.

SIMPLE. 
Practical design
Ice-O-Matic ice makers are designed for simplicity with features like our easy-to-access cabinet, 
easy-to-clean ice-making system and simple electromechanical controls.

Long-lasting performance
Our ice machines are designed for unparalleled simplicity to operate, maintain and service 
with easy diagnosis.

Quality and reliability
Ice-O-Matic ice machines are highly dependable, constructed with the industry’s only stainless 
steel chassis, stainless and rigid plastic cabinets and other precision parts. They boast proven 
reliability and are backed by the longest warranties in the industry. 

Easy to do business with
We know time is money and getting it right the first time is essential. That’s why we strive to 
always recommend and install the right machine for the right job. 



You could call this “The People’s Ice.” Adding perfection to any fountain drink, smoothie or 
refreshing beverage, our highly desired Pearl Ice is the soft, chewable, longer-lasting ice that 
consumers love and keep coming back for again and again. It dispenses well, blends fast and 
displaces liquid better than cubes. Increased profits and increased customer satisfaction make 
this the perfect ice for restaurants, convenience stores and healthcare applications. 
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PEaRL ICE – The consumer favorite

FLakE ICE – Perfect for presentation

Our Flake ice is ideal for presentation and preservation of seafood, produce and perishable 
food items. Flake ice extends the shelf life and appearance of seafood, fresh fruits and 
vegetables by maintaining food hydration longer for a consistently fresher display that helps 
increase sales. Flake ice is also perfect for use in bakeries, perishable food transport and 
healthcare applications.  



RELIabLE aNd EFFoRTLESS PERFoRMaNCE
Ice-O-Matic manufactures a full range of modular Flake and Pearl Ice machines that are 
specifically designed for extremely simple operation and maintenance. Our commitment to 
reliability ensures seamless ice production for many years, enabling you to focus on your 
business and your customers.

Available in a variety of ice-production capabilities, both the MFI Modular Flake and GEM 
Modular Pearl Ice machines share these state-of-the-art features:
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MFI 500 on b55 bIN

Peace-of-Mind Protection 
Every modular Flake and Pearl Ice maker is backed by our industry-leading warranty providing:

 • Three-year parts and labor 
 • Five-year parts coverage on the compressor

Stainless steel parts throughout 
including cabinet construction for 
superior durability

Front and rear air exchanges for
side-by-side machine operation

Available in a variety of sizes and 
condenser types to fit most space and 
application requirements

Cost-efficient, by using less water and 
power than typical cube ice machines

AgION antimicrobial compound improves 
the sanitation of the ice-making system
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Pre-mounted ice-level sensor halts ice production
when the bin is full

Industrial-grade dual-row roller top bearing is located
outside of the ice-making zone for corrosion resistance
and longer-lasting performance

SystemSafe monitoring technology is built into every
machine to continually monitor the workload to help
prevent unnecessary service calls and costly repairs  

Water sensor eliminates low or no water failures and
cannot be affected by adverse water conditions  

Top bearing is located outside of  
the ice-making zone for corrosion 
resistance

Single D-shaped copper coil for 
more efficient heat transfer and 
balanced load

Rugged, heavy-duty stainless steel 
evaporator to ensure reliability and 
longer life

Stainless steel one-piece construction 
dual-flight auger for unparalleled 
strength and performance

Robust in-line direct drive train for 
improved efficiency and cooler running

Heavy-duty gearbox for years 
of trouble-free service



mfi 500 series
Produces up to 530 lbs. (240 kg) of ice per day
Only 21” wide (533 mm) 
Available in 60Hz (A & W) models

mfi 800 series
Produces up to 800 lbs. (363 kg) of ice per day
Only 21” wide (533 mm) 
Available in 50Hz (A & W) and 60Hz (A, W & R) models

mfi 1250 series
Produces up to 1,240 lbs. (562 kg) of ice per day
Only 21” wide (533 mm) 
Available in 50Hz (A & W) and 60Hz (A, W & R) models

mfi 2400 series
Produces up to 2,365 lbs. (1,072 kg) of ice per day
Only 42” wide (1,067 mm)
Available in 60Hz remote low-side only

Peace-of-Mind Protection  All undercounter Flake ice machines are backed by a warranty 
providing two-year parts and labor and five-year parts coverage on the compressor.

Peace-of-Mind Protection  Every modular Flake ice maker is backed by our industry-leading 
warranty providing three-year parts and labor and five-year parts coverage on the compressor.

Increase profits by enhancing the appeal of your seafood, produce and meat presentation 
with the reliable simplicity of Ice-O-Matic’s new line of Flake ice machines.

ModuLAr  MFI Series modular Flake ice machines feature the benefits of our SystemSafe 
load-monitoring control board that continually checks the workload on the gearbox.  
Additionally, the durable stainless steel evaporator, auger and in-line direct drive train  
will help reduce breakdowns.

mfi 500 on b42 bin

ef 450

undErcounTEr  EF Series self-contained Flake ice makers offer a variety of practical and 
reliable options for tight space restrictions and low height requirements.

ef 250 series
Produces up to 400 lbs. (182 kg) of ice per day and stores up to 213 lbs. (97 kg)
Two sizes – 32" wide (812 mm) or 38" wide (965 mm)
Available in 60Hz air-cooled models only

ef 450 series
Produces up to 472 lbs. (215 kg) of ice per day and stores up to 315 lbs. (143 kg)
Three sizes – 32" wide (812 mm), 38" wide (965 mm) or 48" wide (1,219 mm) 
Available in 60Hz air-cooled models only

ef 800 series
Produces up to 772 lbs. (350 kg) of ice per day and stores up to 315 lbs. (143 kg)
Two sizes – 38" wide (965 mm) or 48" wide (1,219 mm)
Available in 60Hz air-cooled models only
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ThE ICE-o-MaTIC FLakE ICE MaChINE



gem d270 series
Produces up to 273 lbs. (124 kg) of ice per day
Space-saving 15" wide (388 mm) design 
Stores 12 lbs. (5.5 kg) of ice

Rapid recovery time – 11.4 lbs. (5.2 kg) of ice per hour
Touch-free dispenser for simple, sanitary operation  
Top-air discharge allows for less counter space required between products
Sanitary plastic chute for easy removal and cleaning
Quiet operation for office, healthcare and cafeteria applications
Lighted keypad for easy dispensing selection
Larger sink allows clearance for larger containers

gem 450 series 
Produces up to 455 lbs. (206 kg) of ice per day
Space-saving 21" wide (533 mm) design
Available in 60Hz (A & W) models

gem 650 series
Produces up to 650 lbs. (295 kg) of ice per day
Space-saving 21" wide (533 mm) design
Available in 50Hz (A & W) and 60Hz (A, W & R) models

gem 950 series
Produces up to 1,040 lbs. (472 kg) of ice per day
Space-saving 21" wide (533 mm) design
Available in 50Hz (A & W) and 60Hz (A, W & R) models 

Peace-of-Mind Protection  The GEM D270 dispenser is backed by a warranty providing
two-year parts and labor and five-year parts coverage on the compressor.

Peace-of-Mind Protection  Every modular Pearl Ice maker is backed by our industry-leading 
warranty providing three-year parts and labor and five-year parts coverage on the compressor.

Keep customers happy with the ice that keeps beverages cooler and maintains flavor 
longer. Soft. Chewable. Pearl Ice.

ModuLAr  GEM Series modular Pearl Ice machines feature the benefits of decreased
water and power usage compared to cube ice makers. Additionally, the stainless steel exterior 
construction, industry-leading in-line direct drive technology and SystemSafe monitoring  
technology help reduce the number of costly breakdowns.

gem 650 on iod
200 dispenser

counTErToP IcE & WATEr dISPEnSEr  Our new countertop Pearl Ice and water dispenser  
is perfect for many healthcare and office applications. The touch-free design is sanitary and preferred 
over the touch-to-dispense designs currently on the market.

gem d270

ThE ICE-o-MaTIC PEaRL ICE MaChINE
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11100 East 45th Avenue • Denver, CO 80239
 phone 800.423.3367 • fax 303.371.6296

www.iceomatic.com

Ice-O-Matic is devoted to sustainability in every aspect of our business. So to help offset 
our carbon footprint, we work with American Forests to plant a tree for every ice machine 
we sell. Our ultimate goal is to plant 150,000 trees over the next several years.
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